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LIVING SAFELY
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Online Safety, Being Safe and Recognising Dangers



 purpose /reason /soft skills

build confidence

 Feeling safe and secure to try new experiences takes courage and commitment 

For most school leavers - the time to explore and discover a new world has just begun.

Gain confidence and become active in problem-solving/ making choices that keep you
safe. 

Living Safely can be a combination of learning online and offline safety measures as
well as individual experiences of safety.

 

actively learn make choices problem solving



Comparing Mobile Technologies for Teaching Vocational Skills to Individuals with
Autism Spectrum Disorders and/or Intellectual Disabilities Using Universally-Designed

Prompting Systems. 
                                            (Van Laarhoven, T et al., 2020)

Four students age ages 15-18 participated in a controlled environment simulating
community-based jobs. The result was that mobile devices were immediate and

substantial in improving independence and confidence. 
There were no large differences in devices, except all students performed slightly

better when their preferred device was used.
 

research - what others found



Learning to 'live safely' (includes online and in the community)
The way to do this is to practice in a safe place in a safe way. 

Doing so allows you to feel, think and become more aware of what safety means

Talking with others about your concerns/fears

Listening or watching stories of others being independent

Role play different scenarios.

Use educational resources such as slides, visuals, Video Self Modelling

Use of technology that helps you find your way to a new location

Interactive learning tools and resources that simulate problem solving

appy ideas 



Apps

Beacon - Cyber Safety advice

Google Maps - Street view/go live

Online Safety 

Practice getting somewhere and feeling safe: 

Software/other

The Rising Sun - Module 1 FREE -E-Book

Being Safe Online - Digital interactive learning tool  

Online Safety - Interactive Content 

appy technology solutions

https://beacon.telethonkids.org.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip_SV70WFO0
https://www.appyconnections.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/TheRisingSun.Module1.Ebookpdf.pdf
https://www.appyconnections.com.au/rising-sun-module-one/
https://www.appyconnections.com.au/rising-sun-module-one/


real life 
“A 44-year-old man with autism
required visual aids related to ‘keeping
safe’ when he got a flat tyre on one of
his solitary rides on country roads. He
engaged a speech therapist who had
completed a paper resource with
great images but it was not practical
to take bike riding. 

I collaborated with the speech
therapist and replicated the visual
resource of photos and instructions
into a high-tech version using a 
phone app ‘Sounding Board’. The
same instructions are now on his
phone which is accessible and mobile
at all times.
                                  Appy Connections



EXPLORE AND CREATE
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Motivation, Strengths, Accessible Post -School Options
 
 



for what purpose /reason/SOFT SKILLS

imagination

Have motivation and meaning to an idea 

Find your strengths while you explore post-school options. 

Get creative and stay open while you explore. 

It’s important to:
 

 

OPEN MINDED FLEXIBILITYDISCOVERY



Integrated Visual Supports in a School-Based Microenterprise 
for Students With Intellectual Disabilities

C. J. Fields. et al., 2018. 
The setting is a rural high school-based cafe run by a website to create an initial contact between the Café’s
customers and the students with intellectual disabilities aged 13-17 year olds and targets employability skills.

The article goes into detail about a school-based microenterprise who developed an online Café  through
WordPress.org and additional software like photoshop for the look. The website included five easily navigable
pages; a Home page, for example, and used email to receive electronic submissions and act as the primary
interface by the students to view and receive orders. The goal to build vocational skills for students with ID uses
customized functional digital literacy and an integrated visual supports system to increase student autonomy.
Therefore, employment-related skills were explored prior to leaving school, and technology was utilised and
tested too.

RESEARCH - WHAT OTHERS FOUND



WAYS to practice 'exploring and creating'

Allow time and space - don't rush
Using questionnaires to collect information/data

Trying out concepts/ideas

Be creative and think 'outside the box'

Move often: walking can sometimes bring up new ideas/answers to problems

appy ideas 



Apps/Software

Explore workplaces virtually 
https://360.skillsroad.com.au/

MyWay Employability - digital capture of strengths/career focus.
https://www.mywayemployability.com.au/

Completing quizzes about occupations
Visit Boom Cards Learning
https://wow.boomlearning.com/

technology solutions

https://360.skillsroad.com.au/
https://www.mywayemployability.com.au/
https://wow.boomlearning.com/


real life 

Curiosity
Flexibility
Open-Mindedness

Mindfulness
Yoga/gentle movement
Brain Gym  

When you ask someone what they want to be
when they grow up - there is no right or wrong.
Let people tell you their dream job. Some will go
for it and achieve, others may not. 

Play and explore by fostering:

And/or try 

Either way, if we are providing employment type
of supports then it's important to remember the
role of soft skills and that fostering these is
equally important for future job success.



COMMUNICATION AND INTERACTION
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Verbal/Written Skills/Conversational /Social Skills
 
 



for what purpose /reason

EXPRESSIVE

A message is sent then received and understood by another. 

Verbal and some level of written skills are usually employment pre-requisites. 

 COMPETENT conversational and social skills are soft skills.

For successful communication and interaction to occur:

 Everyone communicates, finding the best way to match  needs / abilities 
within work context is the goal

RECEPTIVE CONVERSATIONAL SOCIAL SKILLS



Enabling a Young Adult with Complex Communication Needs to Use an iPad for
Communication in the Community: Facilitators and Barriers.

Flinders University, 2014
 

Unpublished Thesis: Kristi Sproates, Pamarala Raghavendra, Fiona Rillotta
 

During the course of this case study, a non verbal young adult with ASD and ID learned to use an iPad to
communicate in the community, with multiple communication partners, in two different settings with
different communication goals. Perseverance with learning the task and the support of others aided his
successful communication interactions, which in turn facilitated communication and participation in the
community. Future research should include more environments and include more participants, further
gauging the effectiveness of young adults using an iPad to communicate in the community. 

Despite communication barriers, using technology to aid communication is how people can increase
their participation in their communities. Potentially leading to employment outcomes.

research - what others found



Ways to improve communication and interactions:
There is a baseline knowledge of their communication style and level of competency. Eg
Ken can understand what people say but has difficulty expressing himself.

Visual aids/resources /step by step instructions can support  learning new skills

Effective training of others 'Communication Partner' training supports are available

Utilise and build on existing communication strengths

Practice, practice practice

appy ideas/solutions



Apps/Software/Resources

Inclusive business Practices - E-Book Resource

PEERS 

Action Blocks

Make a phone call - calls any number you assign to it.

Send a text message: a button for automated text, eg; "I finished work, can you pick me up, please"

Say something out loud: a communication tool for those unable to verbally speak.

All buttons are displayed on the home screen where the icon can be changed to personalised images.

Educating others

Conversational/Social Skills - Evidence-Based App

Communication, Access, Literacy and Learning online RESOURCES

Android Accessibility App     

Accessible, streamlining multiple tasks:

technology solutions

https://www.appyconnections.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Appy-Connections-Inclusive-Communication-Practices.pdf
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1588331306?fbclid=IwAR0Vgq_8-p7qPu-GIIYqx8We88bSiMp44SruL5-4sv-YGLd_QvDXHYl_8Tg
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1588331306?fbclid=IwAR0Vgq_8-p7qPu-GIIYqx8We88bSiMp44SruL5-4sv-YGLd_QvDXHYl_8Tg
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.accessibility.maui.actionblocks&hl=en_AU&gl=US
https://www.callscotland.org.uk/home/


real life 
A middle-aged male who has Autism needed help
to learn how to use his phone. At baseline –
support workers were taking his phone and
replying to his messages. 

Who considered his choice, control and privacy?
Not everyone. Yet him replying with typing words
due to language processing of text becomes
anxiety-provoking and takes all the fun out of it.

Solution: Assessment of skills, needs, abilities and
motivation (he values his connections with others
in high regard). A learning program was set up
and included visual schedule and instructions for
both himself and his support workers

Outcome: In real-time he now responds to
messages from his friends and family using his
unique introductory line ‘This is X X speaking’ –
yet it’s a text. Does anyone mind? No!



DIGITAL LITERACY
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Smart and Skilled Use of Digital Communication 
 
 



for what purpose /reason

create meaning

To live, learn, and work 
Communication and access to information is often via digital technologies 
Know-how of internet platforms, social media, and mobile devices can be  an
advantage

Digital literacy means having the skills:

The basics of learning how to use technology are readily available in different formats
ie., written, audio or video options. Yet diverse learners are likely to need more
practice, simplified methods, and or explicit instructions.
.

respond accurately work with others  safe practices



Community building and knowledge sharing by individuals with disabilities using social media. 
Stough, Laura; Sweet, Kayla; LeBlanc, Jennifer K.; Sweany, Noelle W. (2019).

Access to technology: Adults with disabilities typically earn less than adults without disabilities and are
more likely to live in poverty when compared to the general population.

Accessibility: 45 of 58 participants with intellectual disabilities found Facebook accessible, although they
indicated a need for less text, the choice for speech to text, and suggested an online help for users. 

In conclusion, the majority reported positive aspects of social media use such as building knowledge,
forming friendships, and creating social support groups. But, if individuals are not able to use social
media tools, this benefit is lost and can lead to further marginalization and isolation. A concern is the
constant evolutionary change in social networking; the change needs to be accessible.

research - what others found



Digital literacy means being able to understand and use technology. 

Writing and sending emails
Making transactions such as purchasing online 
Problem solving - how to do something
Keeping information safe and secure

Being smart and skilled digitally means you can do more online for yourself, use & create information online
in a productive & useful way. 
Use themed projects with skills which require the learner to practice many subsets of digital literacy such
as:

appy ideas/solutions



Apps/Software/Resources

WhatsApp is Available from android, apple and as a desktop app

The user interface takes aspects from social media, for example, status which makes it familiar. Call, camera,
chats/ groups, and settings are all listed below similar to Apple's default apps with the ability to send media, links
and docs. The starred message option allows you to save individual messages. If you prefer to use a keyboard then
Whatsapp allows you to connect with a desktop. The app also streamlines gathering contacts, instead of typing a
number down you can simply scan their Whatsapp QR code.

Online resources to build digital literacy skills for over 50’s 
Any person over 50 is eligible for free resources. A person with diverse learning needs could be assisted to learn
with these simple resources via a parent/carer signing up on the website. Learning Together is an option and look
out for local serives who are BeConnected Partners.
https://beconnected.esafety.gov.au/

technology solutions

https://www.whatsapp.com/
https://beconnected.esafety.gov.au/


real life 
TikTok is currently a widely accepted social media
platform that individuals and equally businesses
can showcase events, news, products, opinions
and other fun entertaining purposes such as
challenges (mainly dance). 

A 20 year old who has goals to increase
independence, eat healthier, shop and budget for
weekly expenses. These scenarios can be played
out and turned into a TikTok as a way to engage a
young adult in learning that may otherwise be
considered a tad boring.

Engaging the learner in making the TikTok has
been a way to support someone to use
technology/apps to improve their digital literacy
and yet meet their functional life skill goals/needs.



BRIDGING BARRIERS
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Building bridges between community, self and future employment
 



for what purpose /reason

accessiblity

Bridging Barriers:

It is important to acknowledge areas where skills need developing in ourselves but equally
important for people with disabilities to address external factors like physical access and or
access to information.

Nowadays, use of technology can be a gamechanger for many. When set up with a purpose
to break down barriers there are apps/settings that support access for certain
limitations/impairments.

opportunities adaptability technology



Improving accessibility to cultural heritage for people with Intellectual Disabilities: A tool for observing the
obstacles and facilitators for the access to knowledge

M. Mastrogiuseppe, Stefania Span, Elena Bortolotti
Published 2020

The main goal of the article is to investigate accessibility to knowledge for people with Intellectual Disability in a cultural
heritage site, focus on readability and comprehensibility of the existing textual resources. The research surveyed a
group of 8 participants on their experience tours across the archeological site in Aquileia (Aquileia, Italy). Results show
that four broad themes emerged: perception and physical interaction with content resources; language 
and symbols; contents comprehension and engagement with knowledge.

For 'Language and Symbols' the complexity of vocabulary, syntax and ambiguity of the words and symbols 
 reported as the main obstacles. Scarcely readable because the boards were too far, poorly lit and the 
characters too small and barely legible. Some participants suggested improvements by transforming 
textual resources to promote access, for example, through visual (e.g., images, video). Employers can also use
participants' feedback to improve the workplace environment.

research - what others found



Doing some investigation about jobs/work sites
Do they have adequate physical access 
What technology they currently use eg McDonalds customers use touch screen to order but
the staff operate a computerised cash register. Who may need more training? Is it staff to meet
needs of diverse learners looking for employment and/or does their training resources come
in accessible formats.

Building bridges between community, self and future employment.

These investigations could be informal observations, asking someone who has been there or
works there and or asking the employer to fill out a questionnaire. 

appy ideas/solutions



Apps/Software/Resources
Resources

NDS - Workplace literacy-project

The cost of low-level, workforce literacy skills can be significant. This can however be mitigated by the
benefits experienced by employers engaged in workplace literacy projects.

Apps/Settings
See Topic 3 Technology Solutions for Communication

Learn About Accessibility Settings for the device/software type and or seek suitably qualified service

technology solutions

https://www.nds.org.au/the-workplace-literacy-project


real life 
Technology solutions may not be enough to
ensure successful 'bridging barriers'. Often a
holistic approach is required.

Addressing sensory needs can also influence
how likely a person can manage themselves
without support in their workplace. 

For example a Developmental educator or
Occupational Therapist can do a Sensory Needs
assessment and provide you with a sensory
needs profile. Recommendations can be itemised
using technology, using pictures and or using
timers so that you ‘brain or sensory breaks’ are
built into the day. This is a prevention rather than
cure or ‘what and see’ strategy which if
implemented at work would help someone to
regulate their emotions which should help with
their overall participation and job satisfaction.



ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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Practice, role-play, experiment and / or work experience



for what purpose /reason

practice

Not everyone knows what they want to be when they grow up: 

By providing real as possible opportunities to use work skills and or experience
work environments prior to starting work then young people with disabilities
can begin to imagine how they may play a role in the workforce. 

role-play experiment skill development



A reference to peer review research that uses Video Self Modelling (VSM)

research - what others found



Roles and responsibilities are an ambiguous terms and need to be
experienced or atleast understood before the learner can grasp them.
Use apps to create videos known as video self modelling where scenarios are
created /set up. The individual is 'seen' to be doing it - they are likely to have more
belief in themselves

Watching videos of others who are doing the job and discussing it.

Creating routines/schedules that include roles and responsbilities either now or in
teh future, discussing it, implemetning it nad practicing this gives people more
autonomy, choice and control

appy ideas/solutions



Apps/Software/Resources
Apps
Choice Works
Customised schedules/routines

Everyday apps eg notes, calendars, timers/alarms can all be used and customised
to support someone with roles and responsibilities.

Video apps such as imovie can be used to create a VSM - and more about VSM can
be found @ 

technology solutions

https://apps.apple.com/au/app/choiceworks/id486210964


real life 
A man in his 30's lives on family farm.

He is supported by support staff to complete farm
tasks. He loves this works yet his inability to
always follow safe and practical rules lapse with
his lack of impulse control. He was getting to
close to the workers when using farm tools and
creating a work health and safety hazard. 
A VSM was made and he starred in this - doing
the right thing, hands down and giving space.

Using a video to demonstrate individuals' doing
the right thing at work is one way to showcase a
roles and responsibilities and VSM works
becasue the eindividual sees themselves and
wants to do that thing they see.



Appy Connections completed this passion project for school leavers/young
adults to be used as part of a transition to adulthood and improving
employability skills.

'Thinking Outside the Box' included aspects of  research findings, trial of
apps/software and grass roots discovery of what really works in real life and keeps
learners interested and engaged. 

I hope these 6 topic areas and apps/software/resource 
recommendations can be used to guide you 
and or someone you support/care for.

The Rising Sun Project was named because every day
is a new beginning and an opportunity to shine. 

www.appyconnections.com.au

https://www.appyconnections.com.au/

